Empower users with smarter and faster wireless networks.

It’s time for the wireless network to grow up. In today’s digital and mobile workplaces, the WLAN has become the LAN. And it needs to be up to the job. Computacenter helps organisations optimise WLAN capacity, availability and security to provide users the connectivity they need to work more flexibly and productively.

THE CONNECTIVITY FRONTLINE
Everyone and everything needs to be connected in the digital age. From colleagues and customers to smartphones and sensors, connectivity underpins every interaction and every transaction. With devices and users increasingly on the move, connectivity needs to be able to move with them.

Wireless has become the new wired in today’s digital workplaces. And wireless networks need to be primed for their new role at the connectivity frontline. They need to be reliable, scalable and constantly available. They need to be future-proofed not only for greater volumes of traffic but also greater volumes of security threats.

PUT THE USER FIRST
Computacenter helps organisations evolve the wireless LAN infrastructure and experience for the digital age. We assess, we deploy, we optimise. And we do it all from the user’s perspective. As part of our Digital Me approach, we ensure WLANs are optimised to meet the mobility needs of users across the workplace, whether they are in a meeting room, at a hot-desk or in reception.

END-TO-END EXPERTISE
With extensive networking and security knowledge, we can assist at every stage of a WLAN transformation – whether it involves upgrading existing assets or deploying an entirely new infrastructure.

Our services include:
- Conducting audits and surveys to verify user needs
- Sourcing and benchmarking different vendor offerings
- Defining and designing WLAN architectures
- Installing and configuring access points and controllers
- Establishing security controls
- Providing ongoing break-fix services
- Enabling unified management

Computacenter understands the hidden complexities of delivering reliable and scalable WLAN networks and use proven processes and best practice blueprints to reduce implementation risks and timelines. Our certified teams, which include solution specialists and networking engineers, help to bring greater consistency, visibility and reliability to the WLAN infrastructure and user experience.
UNLOCK NEW OPPORTUNITIES

We don’t just deliver wireless connectivity for today; we help our customers plan for tomorrow. We empower organisations with analytics that reveal patterns in user behaviour, identify monetisation opportunities with customers, as well as pre-empt performance issues.

Computacenter also helps organisations to seize the power of greater connectivity to drive broader workplace and IT transformations, such as the adoption of cloud-based software and services, the use of real-time collaboration tools, the increase in IoT devices, and the migration to new operating systems.

SIMPLIFY WLAN TRANSFORMATIONS

Our Solutions Center enables customers to prove these transformations as well as their wireless network designs, integrations and user experiences in a risk-free environment.

We draw on our 30-year track record in networking and workplace IT to deliver guaranteed outcomes, predictable costs and future-proofed solutions. We work with all the major vendors and understand their product roadmaps.

DRIVE GREATER PRODUCTIVITY AND PROFITABILITY

By transforming and optimising WLANs, organisations can reduce risk, boost performance and accelerate digitalisation. With better connectivity across the workplace, employees can work more flexibly and productively, which increases satisfaction, maximises resources and drives greater profitability.

COMPUTACENTER INTELLIGENT WIRELESS – ADDED VALUE FOR YOU

FOR THE CIO

• Greater mobility and flexibility in the workplace
• Better access to data and applications
• Richer real-time collaboration opportunities
• Higher user productivity and satisfaction
• Easier to attract and retain talent
• Smarter use of physical spaces
• Greater insight into customer and employee behaviour

FOR THE USER

• Reduces risk with fewer WLAN outages
• Simplifies management and strengthens security
• Enables digitalisation and transformation

FOR THE BUSINESS

• For the user
• For the CIO
• For the business

TAKE ACTION

Find out how Computacenter can help with your organisation’s networking needs at www.computacenter.com/uk/services-solutions or e-mail networkingteam@computacenter.com